
21ST CENTURY INITIATIVES SE

Richmond Owusu-Frimpong. | 02443073850/ 0547587300 | rofrimpong2020@gmail.com

21st Century Initiatives is engaged in plastic waste management and upcycling of plastic waste into 

useful products.

AGRO KINGS 

Ms. Lily  Marie

Lily@agrokings.io

ALCHEMY ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Clement Addae | 0272051157 / 0201748465 | squansah@rad-aid.org

Alchemy Alternative Energy (AAE) is a waste to renewable energy company that converts different 

types of waste products including waste plastic and tyres into hydrocarbon-based products namely 

Residual Fuel Oil (RFO), steel, carbon black and syngas via its innovative pyrolysis plant.

ANSPOKEN

Rejoice Gorni | 0277111176 | mawunyo@anspoken.org

We provide listening channels for people who want someone to talk to. Then we use the principles 

of play to create experiences for people to help them maintain good mental health to address SDG 

Goal 3 (Good Health and Well-being) and Goal 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth).

ATARRAH GHANA LIMITED

Fati Abigail Abdulai | 0506549796/ 0558402021 | atarrahghana@gmail.com

Atarrah Ghana Ltd. (Atarrah) is a social enterprise that was created to use these indigenous products 

as a tool to alleviate poverty and social exclusion among widows and their children in the Upper 

East Region.

BEAN MASTERS LIMITED

Benedicta Tamakloe | 0202962988 | info@beanmasters.coffee

We use vertical integration supply approach to improve coffee and develop the Ghana coffee 

value chain, through both Backward integration (helping implement sustainable coffee farming 

practices) and forward integration (getting buyers good quality coffee beans).

BENJAMIN’S HOT CHOCOLATE

BHC is a start - up business dedicated to providing excellent quality convenient, on –the- go hot 

chocolate beverages to all demographics of Ghanaian society. Eventually, BHC aims to offer its on 

the go product to consumers in every major market. BHC will specialize in creating and offering 

a variety of delicious products, native to the markets in which it operates. BHC was founded by 

Mr. Benjamin Mougarbel who identified the gap in the market that could be filled by the in-cup 

concept of the business. The company is both registered in Ghana and the United Kingdom. The 



company aspires to offer the best mechanism for drinking daily beverage in the corporate, social 

and individual environment. BHC will use its strategy, experienced staff and systems to provide 

each customer with a seamless customer experience which will meet or exceed their expectations.

The company’s vision is to become the first choice beverage company in every market around the 

world and to be a widely respected company, as measured by our consumers, clients, employees, 

investors, partners, regulators and the communities in which we operate.

BRIGHTER INVESTMENT

Richard Kwasi Adarkwah | 0557963073/ 547019934 | r.adarkwah@brighterinvestment.com

Brighter Investment enables private investors to fund high potential students’ university degrees 

in return for a percentage of their future income. Income-based repayment reduces the risk for 

students so they don’t end up with a loan they can’t repay. Income-based repayment also provides 

investors with a competitive return. Returns are more stable than stock market returns, as wages 

are relatively stable, and hedged against inflation, as wages rise with high inflation.

CHARLES K. BOATENG LIMITED

Charles K Boateng Limited has for the past decade engaged in the production of black soap. The 

company has made significant strides and focused more on export of it products. The company 

has consistently supplied to shops in Europe and America, a total of two forty-footer containers 

monthly. The company’s vision is to produce world class cosmetic products that will become a 

household brand both in Ghana and abroad. The company was founded by Mr. Charles K. Boateng. 

His urge to provide quality cosmetic products and supply them to Ghanaians outside the shores 

of Ghana led him into this establishment. It must be emphasized that the product has caught the 

attention of many individuals not only Ghanaians due to its quality and effectiveness. The company 

does not relent on its laurels but continues to strive to be efficient and more productive.

COMMUNITY AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT GHANA

Community Agricultural Development Ghana is a company founded by Mr Prince Israel whose 

vision was to transform local raw materials such as cocoa pods, plantain peels, etc that would 

somehow have turned into waste being used into cosmetic products. The company produces 

cosmetic products like soap, body cream and lotion. Its soap is under the brand name “Akwaaba 

soap”. The company believes in productivity through an enhanced interaction with factors of 

production connected to the local community. The company’s engagement with the community 

has resulted in creating significant economic benefits to the people. Through technology and 

innovation, the company has improved on its product quality since inception. The company will 

continue to deliver quality and improve the livelihood of various actors within its value chain.



CTYLING ECO-PLASTIC LTD

George A. Tettey | 0243120220 | vigorouslifes@gmail.com

Ctyling Eco-Plastic LTD deals with quality and durable products such as pavement tiles, roofing 

tiles, hollow blocks etc, which are eco-friendly and also engaged in services like collection of waste, 

sale of products produce, training youth and local waste collectors on waste segregations.

CEOS ADVISORY GROUP

The CEOs Advisory Group was borne out of the CEOs Breakfast Meeting on the SDGs hosted by 

President Nana Akufo-Addo at the Jubilee House in July 2018. The Group is made up of eight (8) 

CEOs and captains of industry in Ghana, and their cardinal objective is to identify a core set of 

practical and joint actions that the CEOs can undertake in support of the national SDGs efforts, 

develop innovative financing solutions in support of SDGs implementation, and to lead CEO’s 

advocacy towards creating the enablers for achieving the SDGs.

DEBRIDGE INDUSTRIES LIMITED

Debridge Industries Limited is a company with expertise in the manufacture and production of 

Superbond tile adhesive and Superbond grout; a strong adhesive used for coating and over-laying 

domestic and industrial tiles of all kinds, sizes and grades. Superbond provides long lasting firmness, 

control and durability that ensures that tile joints and loose spaces are compacted together with 

superior bonding agents for maximum rigidity and resilience. The company’s mission is to support 

Africa’s building industry with indigenous, quality adhesives that are recognized internationally. 

The company aspires to become the leading brand in the production and supply of quality, durable 

and affordable tile adhesive and grout products in Africa. The company is founded by Mr Anthony 

Kwansare.

DHORCEY BLAK CLEANING SERVICES (BLAK MISSION AFRICA)

Benedicta Dorcas Tetteh | 0241270915 | dhorcey@gmail.com | www.dhorceyblakcleaning.com

Blak Mission Africa is a social enterprise focused on clean water and sanitation, climate change, 

environment protection, good health, and well-being. We use their cleaning services as a channel 

to improve sanitation, inspire a healthier environment and create a better life for all.

DIGNIFIED WEAR

Mabel Suglo | 0242345035/ 0242219423 | mabels@dignifiedwear.com

Dignified Wear is a social enterprise based in Sunyani, that trains and employs physically challenged 

and rural women to handcraft durable, versatile and fashionable shoes, handbags, locally woven 

fabric clothing, and traditional jewelry. Our products are made from recycled tires, scrap fabrics, 

cotton threads, recycled glass, and plastic beads.



EBAN AFRICA COLLECTIONS LIMITED

Eban African Collections Limited (EACL) is a wholly owned Ghanaian business with the objective 

of manufacturing and distributing smock clothing and fabrics. EACL has identified the enormous 

potential in the industry which needs to be tapped. With its mission to promote the manufacture 

and patronage of indigenous Ghanaian-made fabrics and accessories, the business is proposing 

to undertake a greenfield investment project in the Northern part of Ghana to commercialize the 

weaving of smocks fabrics and dresses. The project which will be phased in two parts, will involve 

establishing smock production centres in the three northern regions of Ghana. These centres will 

employ smock weavers and dressmakers on full time basis as well as undertake apprenticeship 

program of for the youth who desire to learn the trade. Finished smock fabrics and dresses will 

be distributed across the country for sale through EACL’s nationwide outlets. Using a low cost 

leadership strategy, we aim to obtain 75% of market share in the first two years of operation. By this, 

existing smock sellers would be offered distributorship status under EACL. 

GETBUSY ART KONSULT

Theophilus Agyekum Sarpong | 0552394483 | sarpong.t@yahoo.com

Getbusy Art Konsult was birthed to project the rich culture of Ghana and how valuable our raw 

material can be on the world market. We are into using bamboo and calabashes to make beautiful 

water fountains and nail polish mirror portraits.

GHANA CODE CLUB

Ernestina Appiah | 0265270825/ 0244670660 | tinaappiah@ghanacodeclub.org

Ghana Code Club was birthed by healthy Career Initiative, a social enterprise in Ghana that seeks to 

provide digital literacy to the youth in Ghana through the formation of Code Clubs in every school, 

libraries and community centres to enable children to become creators of technology

GREEN GOLD SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

Femke Matorwmasen-Akkermans | 0247530020/ 0207086888/ 0207037707

femkeakkermans@hotmail.com/ rodbismk@yahoo.com

Green Gold is a social enterprise that introduces regenerative agriculture methodologies to Ghana 

in order to improve food security, reduce poverty and create vibrant landscapes. Regenerative 

agriculture is fully organic and is all about restoring the soil quality to obtain better yields both in 

terms of nutritious quality as well as quantity and diversity.

GHANA CLIMATE INNOVATION CENTER

Website: www.ghanacic.org

Founded in 2016, GCIC is a pioneering business incubator with a unique focus of developing SME 

ventures and entrepreneurs in Ghana’s ‘Green Economy’. Our mission is to develop and support 

an exceptional set of transformational ventures and entrepreneurs who are pioneering adaptive 

and mitigating solutions for climate change issues in Ghana. We do this with a focus on five key 

economic sectors (energy efficiency & renewable energy; solar power; climate smart agriculture; 



domestic waste management; water management and purification), the provision of premium 

business advisory and business mentoring services, technical support in the development, 

prototyping and testing of their innovation, as well as financial Proof of Concept grants to qualifying 

SMEs within our incubator.

JEKORA VENTURES

0240282839 

An integrated waste management and resource recovery company committed to improving 

Ghana’s environment and public health while promoting a sustainable environment

KENTE MASTER

Peter Paul Akanko | 0249928486 | ppjnrmd@gmail.com | www.kentemaster.com

Kente Master is a Social Enterprise that produces high-quality original Kente products while 

leveraging on digital technology to market and supply these products globally. A core part of our 

mission is to economically empower local kente weavers by creating newer and wider markets for 

them as well as promoting our indigenous trade and culture.

KINGS REALTY

Nana Owusu-Achau, youngmindsproject.wordpress.com; 

info@kingsrealtygh.com; 0570908795

Kings Realty develops properties from conceptualization to completion. The Company takes pride 

in customer satisfaction and developing an unparalleled reputation in cost effective and efficient 

delivery in the building industry. Since KR commenced full operations, the company has built 

strategic partnerships, a strong network which helps to deliver quality turnkey projects. Innovation 

is an integral part of the designs at Kings Realty. Their execution also distinguishes their products 

and services from the others on the market.

LEATHERONCALL GH 

Stephen Kyei Sarpong – 0248168831  

leatheroncallgh@gmail.com 

LeatherOnCall Gh is identified for bringing innovation in the market of Leather Products, Cork 

and Wood Sheets in attempting something new and creative with products such as Leather 

Wallets, Belts, Bags, Key Rings,Leather Ties, Desk top Accessories, Leather Sheets, Cork Sheets, Cork 

Bracelets, Cork Accessories, Corporate gift items, and Wooden Sheets for business cards.

LEADAFRIQUE INTERNATIONAL

Michael Ohene-Effah | 0244368092/ 0302540387 | ask@leadafrique.org | www.leadafrique.org

LeadAfrique equips students with the self-confidence and skills they need to thrive in the 21st-

century economy. We cultivate the next generation of creative and responsive leaders across Africa



MR KITCHEN

Mr Kitchen is an agro based business established by Mr Joshua Gyan to produce and market 

natural, nutritional foods and food products through creativity and innovation. Mr Kitchen aims at 

becoming the most trusted leading producer of natural Ghanaian foods and ingredients for the 

best cooking experience. Mr Kitchen will major in value addition for local foods and ingredients for 

cooking through production, processing, packaging, and marketing of spices sauces, soup and stew 

with no additives and preservatives. At Mr Kitchen, we combine natural process and technology to 

produce products of natural taste and flavour. The company aspires to diversify into production and 

marketing of local frozen soup and stew varieties of traditional taste.

The company with its slogan “natural food for all” is poised to create diversified food and beverages 

products including; natural juice, cooking spices, vegetable puree, assorted frozen soup, assorted 

frozen stew, chops, fast foods, vegetables, etc.

MYDA FOODS LIMITED

Erasun Hadijah | 0544503479 | erasung300@gmail.com

Mydafoods is a registered cereal meal manufacturing entity located at Adenta. We purchase our 

premium raw materials (agricultural fresh produce and cereals) from selected farmers with whom 

we will establish direct purchasing relationships for the best quality available in the market place. 

Our target customers are primarily weaned babies, especially toddlers, children and young adults 

who are conscious about healthy eating styles.

MINISTRY OF FOOD AND AGRICULTURE (MOFA) 

Website: mofa.gov.gh

The Ministry of Food and Agriculture (MOFA) is the lead agency and focal point of the Government 

of Ghana, responsible for developing and executing policies and strategies for the agriculture sector 

within the context of a coordinated national socio-economic growth and development agenda

MIREPA CAPITAL LTD

Venture Capital & Private Equity Accra, Greater Accra 

Website: http://mirepacapital.com/

After years of growing, investing in and supporting SMEs in the West African region, it become 

very clear that early stage businesses and SMEs looking for capital within the $100k – $1M range 

were grossly under served. This is why Mirepa Capital is passionate about creating value for the 

missing middle because that is where it all begins. Mirepa believes that sustainable socio-economic 

development in our region can only be achieved with productive private sector development. We 

also believe that entrepreneurship plays a critical role in that process. Mirepa helps organisations 

realise their IMPACT and SME INVESTING goals. 



NATIVE ORGANICS LIMITED

Native organics Limited is a green field company established by Kwame Agyei Kuffour. The company 

is into the production of cosmetic products. Its products and brand include: Native shea butter, 

native body wash and native black soap. The company hopes to grow into a multinational that is 

capable of competing through consistent product innovation and improvement. The company in 

the foreseeable future will introduce other product lines such as production of egg powder and 

other agro processing businesses once the cosmetic line become productive and sustainable. 

The company seeks to grow and impact its community through shared prosperity. Its value chain 

activities will be enhanced to provide value to all persons earning an income in the chain.

OHENE COCOA
Nana Aduna II (founder of Ohene Cocoa), a traditional leader in collaboration with Dela Akuffo, currently 

the business director at Ohene Cocoa have created unique cocoa ecotourism experiences where the 

origins of premium quality Ghanaian valued added products like Adehye Chocolates, Ohene Cocoa nibs 

and crunch, Ohene Cocoa tea and Ohene Cocoa range of cosmetics are traced to their source of origin. 

In partnership with Eric Agbozo of Sekoe Chocolates they have come up with a unique blend of 

gourmet chocolates and other cocoa products that will feature strongly on the Edikanfo Cocoa 

Experience that has been designed and organized in collaboration with THEIA.

OKO FORESTS

Kofi Debrah | 0544059968 | kofi@okoforests.com

We at OKO Forests develop cassava agroforestry systems with our network of smallholder farmers. 

Our decisions are informed by analysis of scientific data and the social field. We sustain the landscape 

through the adoption of regenerative agricultural practices.

OASIS CAPITAL

Oasis Capital Ghana (“Oasis Capital” or the “Fund Manager”) is a growth capital fund 

manager, licensed by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Ghana to provide 

Fund Management and Investment Advisory Services. The vision of Oasis Capital is 

to become the preferred growth capital manager for Investors and SMEs in Africa. 

Our first Fund, the Ebankese Venture Fund (EVF), has an AUM of US$13.2M and is fully invested. With 

our focus on SMEs, we provide a unique and sustainable financing solutions to growing SMEs in Africa. 

As of 31st December 2017, we had raised US$50.50M for our second fund, Oasis Africa Fund (OAF).

PHILO DELIO SMILE FOODS LIMITED

Philo Delio Smile Foods Limited was set up to compliment local food production, reduce dependency 

on imported foods and also take advantage of the opportunity created regarding the increasing local 

demand and potential export market of gari. The company’s vision is to feed many school children, 

refugees, artisans, construction workers among others with its products including: Yammi instant 

gari mix, which is processed gari mix with peanuts, sugar and milk in three different bottled sizes 



and sachet packs. The company founded by Mrs Philomena Debrah has patented and registered the 

“Yammi Foods” brand. The company aims at contributing to reducing the Sustainable development 

goals targeting poverty reduction and empowering women to create sustainable income.

SOCIALFARM COMPANY LTD

Issac Yankson | 0244046334 | info@socialfarmghana.com

Socialfarm Company is an agribusiness social enterprise that connects youth and women smallholder 

and commercial farmers to farmlands and water bodies thereby forming in-grower co-operative 

schemes where farmers access mechanized services, inputs, technology, training and markets.

SPARKX FOOD AND BEVERAGES LIMITED

Sparkxx Foods and beverages Company Limited is poised to introduce innovative ways of processing 

food and beverages. The company intends to adopt measures that will ultimately add value to the end 

products, thereby boosting brand trust. The company’s products: plantain chips (tainers), coconut 

flakes (sprinkles) and peanuts coated with milk chocolate (raznuts) come in  delicious brands and 

varieties. The company acknowledges that this feat will not be easily achieved and management 

is therefore committed to adopting the best practices to achieve its vision. The company has so far 

acquired some capital items and made some products that have been critically examined by the 

Centre for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR). The final process before the products are officially 

launched is dispatching samples to the Food and Drugs Authority (FDA) for its analysis and the 

receipt of a statutory backing for its products. The company founded by Derrick Aryee and Derrick 

Annoh believe that they are dedicated to making the best food and beverages around the world and 

sees the Ghanaian society as a bedrock and springboard to achieving this. The presence of many 

diverse crops and raw material in Ghana is very encouraging and Sparkxx is determined to make the 

best of all resources available to provide the best quality products.

SYLDEM COMPANY LTD

Sylvia S. A Demnya | 0208162291/ 0264162291 | sitsodem@gmail.com

We are into the production of Syldem Noni Juice and related products. Our brand varieties are the 

Syldem Noni Regular ( Sour), Special (sweet), Extreme ( Hot/Spicy). We have other related products 

like soaps, hair food and scrubs all produced from the Noni plant. The product is used to solve 

Leishimiasis in my community as we stand on SDG goal 3, Health and wellness.

TALENTSINAFRICA LIMITED

Emmanuel Leslie Addae | 0262979845 | Leslie.addae@talentsinafrica.com

TalentsinAfrica works in West Africa to help both small and big enterprises hire based on skills and 

talents. The TalentsinAfrica screens candidates based on their skills/talents using Psychometric and 

Aptitude tests and then match them to employers searching for exceptional talents in Africa.

WASTE OR CREATE HUB

Chinenyewa Okoro Onu | 0208098238 | chineyenwa.onu@gmail.com

WASTE OR CREATE HUB is committed to building up a new cohort of people who can find solutions 



and synergies for environmental sustainability, by creating innovative products and services that 

solve environmental problems and challenges mindsets to be environmentally cautious in the need 

to drive a circular economy for everyone involved.

WHESOYY ENTERPRISE

Sheila Elorm Enni and Gilbert Agbeshie | 0202002900/ 0242952058 | sheilaenni@yahoo.com

It is the policy of Whesoyy Enterprise that food safety is maintained to the highest standards 

throughout the establishment and to ensure that legume cereal mix (Wheatasoyy) production 

complies with current food safety regulations.

WONELCYCER

Delphina Jentina Bilobi | 0541 64 88 29 / 0558 572 722 | appiah@aireceive.com

Using technology to make collection of plastic waste for recycling and revenue generation for an 

unleashed and empowered human capital around the world. Our goal is to become the preferred 

option in knowing which options are available for dealing with plastic waste globally whiles earning 

some cash for helping recycle these plastic waste.

WANGARA GREEN VENTURES 

Website: wangaragreenventures.com

We support the growth and sustainability of early stage green business, by providing capital and 

technical assistance to enable them execute their growth strategies and achieve their financial and 

impact aspirations. Wangara Green Ventures is the first local currency impact investment company 

in Ghana. We invest between GHS 250,000 and GHS 2,500,000 in equity and quasi-equity in high-

growth, high-impact Small and Medium Enterprises or Small Growing Businesses that are engaged 

in renewable energy, energy efficiency, waste management, water management, climate smart 

agriculture or generally climate friendly businesses.

ZAACOAL

Saaka Hamid | 0265824555, 0243816162 | hamidbigtime@gmail.com

We are a Social Enterprise based in Accra-Ghana with a vision to transform how Africans and the 

world access clean fuels. Our primary business is to convert ubiquitous city waste into clean-burning 

fuels. Our products are very impactful as they protect the environment, clean the city, protect our 

forests, reduce indoor air pollution and empower our women.

ZLITCH TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

Israel Adjei-Yeboah | 0201029797 | israel@zlitch.net | http://zlitch.com/

Zlitch Technologies Limited is a Tech Startup specialized in delivering IT and engineering 

solutions and training.




